
February 23, 2021
Special Meeting - CSP
TAYLOR POOL UPDATE



Purpose
•Provide Town Council with an update on the Taylor 
Pool



Background
•Taylor Pool was constructed in 1884/85.  Opening in 
1985 (36 years old) 
•The facility construction was funded with a 
combination of general fund dollars and grant dollars 
•From 2010-2015, the Town contracted the 
operations of Taylor Pool to a third party 

lori
Third party was EVO. Owners lived in the Valley  and the distance made operations challenging. The town partnering with a third party would allow the community to have an aquatics program there have been offers from third party groups to partner in operations.  The town its inability to operate a pool and has declined offers from third parties to do so. (Email from Troy dated 



Areas of Concern 
1. Safety
2. Building condition 
3. Mechanical equipment  
4. Pool, deck, & equipment 



Facility 
Facility – inadequate for modern day 
operations 
◦ Lack of privacy areas (showers)
◦ Lack of lockers (security)
◦ Noncompliance ADA standards/accessibility 
◦ Pool doors – self closing, self latching 
◦ Todays desired aquatic amenities

lori
The showers have been this way for many years people can continue to shower with their suits on or shower at home, this type of showers are very common at many pool facilities. Not a reason to demolish the pool. 

lori
Been this way for many years, private lockers are nice but not required, use of green bags is not a reason to close pool.  


lori
The DOJ passed ADA regulations in 2010 Taylor pool has never been in compliance. A pool lift should have been installed over 10 years ago. Lift can be added for under $5,000 and can be moved to the new pool if built. 

lori
Most of these gates are locked during operation for gates that are required to be self latching a simple spring closure could be added. Not a reason to close the pool. 

lori
New modern amenities would be nice but considering having no pool for years is the option, these optional amenities could be added to the new pool. Not a reason to demolish the pool. None of the pictures on this page are a reason our children are not learning to swim. 



Facility 
Storage of Chemicals 
◦ Insufficient ventilation
◦ Highly toxic chlorine gas 

Restrooms
◦ Rebuild of flush 

valves & leaks 
on toilets

lori
Chemical storage has been unsafe for years this is not a hard thing to remedy. Need to replace some doors with more secure better ventilated doors and adjust chemical feed systems. There has been no Chlorine gas at Taylor Pool for many years. Not a reason to demolish the pool. 

lori

Toilet flush valves and leaks can be repaired. If the Town is unable a professional volunteer could handle this repair. These restrooms could provide additional restrooms during tournaments when pool is not is use, much better than current port-a potties. Not a reason to demolish the pool. 




Mechanicals  
◦ Heaters 

◦ Main Pool Heater 
◦ Last replaced in 1995 / Current heater is 26 years old 
◦ Rusting of burners
◦ Replacement recommendation estimated at 10 years 

◦ Per estimated replacement, should have been replaced 2 times over
◦ Little Pool Heater

◦ Original equipment = 36 years old
◦ Based on estimate, should have been replaced 

3 times over
◦ Propane pipes need supported and secured
◦ No 2 inch clearances 
◦ No safety sensors to shut down system when 

unsafe conditions are detected

lori
This heater was working last time the pool was open in 2019 most likely could be operational again. Could be replaced with smaller unit that could be moved to the new pool when built. There are also pool covers which could help with heat. Not a reason to demolish the pool.


lori
Was running in 2019 when pool was last opened I feel it could be operational or do not heat shallow toddler pool. Could use one heater to help heat both pools in warmer months. It is questionable that this unit is 36 years old as this model of heater was not available 36 years ago. Not a reason to demolish the pool. 

lori
Should have been done correctly when installed can be easily corrected. Not a reason to demolish the pool. 

lori
Sensors can be installed  Not a reason to demolish the pool. 



Mechanicals  
◦ Sand filtration
◦ Original install 
◦ 36 years old
◦ Recommended lifespan 15-25 years (should have 

seen 1-2 replacements to date)
◦ Low, insufficient pressure, unsafe filtration

◦ Bathhouse Water Heater
◦ 1988 (Currently not functional) 
◦ Estimate lifespan of 8-12 years (should have seen 2-3 

replacements to date)

lori
Was working in October 2020 water was clear. Many sand filters of this type and age are still in operation. not a reason to demolish the pool. 

lori
Domestic water heater for showers not a major item to replace has not worked for a long time. Could be replaced with a donated water heater. 



Mechanicals  
◦ Electricals 
◦ GFI outlets 
◦ Breakers tripped for underwater lighting (flooded)

◦Gauges & Valves
◦ Pressure gauges, temperature gauges, and flow meters 

are outdated and nonfunctional
◦ Worn valves are not adequately directing and controlling 

water flow throughout the mechanical room 

lori
GFI outlets can be replaced and seals on lights replaced. Only need underwater lights if operating after dark. Not a reason to demolish the pool.

lori
Some of this is duplication to information listed above about heaters, this is not a major repair. Has been operating this way for years with Health Department approval. can be repaired not a reason to demolish the pool. 



Pool 
Pool 
◦ Plaster (Gunite) Pool Shell 
◦ Estimated lifespan 25 years before resurfacing
◦ Current shell is original = 36 years old

◦ Two (2) locations of rebar exposure

Diving Board
◦ Original Diving Board – 36 years old
◦ Typical lifespan about 7-10 years –should be on 

3rd-4th board
◦ Currently not usable - decommissioned 

Gutter system 
◦ Inadequate for current codes – unsafe filtration
◦ Leaks causing water loss and deck deterioration 

lori
Both shell and plaster were operational and looked ok in October 2020. The two locations with rebar showing can be repaired this is a common repair for a pool of this age. 

lori
Diving board frame looks ok, actual board needs replacement  cost is about $5,000 and can be moved to new pool when built. Would be nice to be able to have diving board open but not required to open pool.  Not a reason to demolish the pool. 

lori
This gutter system was operational and running last time pool was open in 2019 and was approved by Gila County Health. No evidence of excessive water loss based on water fill records and water bills.  not a reason to demolish the pool. 



Pool Deck
Deck
◦ Unsafe condition 

Rusted, not secure
◦ Guard Chair 
◦ Railings/ladders

lori
This type of deck repair is common with outdoor pools. Damaged concrete can be removed rebar cleaned and coated and patched to make deck safe as has been done in previous years. very typical annual pool repair. Not a reason to demolish the pool.

lori
Stationary guard chair could be removed as it is not needed, Taylor Pool has portable guard chairs that could be used. Lifeguards were using  portable chairs in 2019. Hand rails can be easily secured. Not a reason to demolish the pool. 



Key Takeaways 
oFacility cannot be operated in a safe manner
oEquipment has not had proper preventative maintenance 
and replacement cycles
oMany areas of the pool are no longer serviceable –
cannot be fixed
oCurrent cost for reconstruction, replacement, repairs and 
code compliance likely meet or exceed the cost of new 
construction 

lori
Could be operated safer than it was operating in 2019 with reasonable repairs. Some items such as the ADA lift, diving board, and pool heater if purchased could be used at the new pool if built.

lori
The Taylor Pool is aging and has not been cared for properly, but there are many pools that are older that are operating in a safe manner. While plans need to be made for a new updated pool for the community a new pool is at least 3-5 years away and Taylor pool could be operated during that time. The community has expressed an overwhelming need for multi-generational aquatics in the community. A professional evaluation of Taylor Pool by a licensed pool contractor is needed to determine if the cost of repair exceeds the estimated 5 million dollar replacement. Estimates by a licensed pool contractor who has worked on Taylor Pool is $250,000, community members are willing to pay this expense if the town can not afford to repair a much needed and desired community treasure. 



Next Steps or Action Needed
oStaff cannot open the Taylor Pool to the public in its 
current condition
oStaff recommends the Town Council permanently 
discontinue the operation of Taylor Pool

lori
In February 2021 prior to this report the town had made plans to operate Taylor pool without any planned repairs. 

lori
There were Town staff who had felt Taylor Pool should be open in 2021 only



Questions/ Feedback 
oAlternatives for Future Council Action
oCouncil could direct staff to hire a professional aquatics firm to provide a 

feasibility study to reconstruct the existing pool
oCouncil could direct staff to prepare a plan to decommission the Taylor Pool 

and return the space to Rumsey Park for other uses
oCouncil could direct staff to hire a professional aquatics firm to develop 

preliminary plans and cost estimates to construct a new outdoor pool facility 
oCouncil could take no action – staff would not recommend leaving the pool 

as is. Some interim steps could be taken

oQuestions?

oCouncil Discussion & Direction

lori
No option was given to have the pool professionally evaluated and repaired. The pool does not need to be reconstructed it needs too be evaluated by a licensed pool contractor for possible repair. Friends of Rime Country Aquatics and the over 300 people that signed the petition believe this strongly enough to pay for this evaluation. 
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